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Unlock powerful customization and configuration secrets!

- Enhance system performance
- Recover from a corrupted Registry
- Speed up system restarts
- Create custom network profiles
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Synopsis

Honeycutt gives specific, step-by-step coverage of how to accomplish the most commonly requested, yet most difficult, customization tasks and performance tips. He covers complete documentation of the Windows NT 4.0 Registry, including entries made by popular applications and network operating systems. The CD contains system management utilities, sample files and system enhancements.
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Customer Reviews

I went from knowing little about it to Windows 95 and NT 4.0 registry expert. Moderately simple yet thorough chapters that take you from what is the registry through using registry editor all the way to developer level .inf setup. It might not be the book for raw beginners, but intermediate power users through to advanced programmers will find this book useful. It does a great job of comparing/contrasting 95 and NT registry differences and though set up in a learning chapter format it still makes a good reference manual.

This is a good book for learning to tweek NT, but not much help on the subject of application installations. Nothing on the shell link for installing Icons to the desk top or an explanation of the steps to correctly add the install/remove keys to the registry during application installations which I expected to be in the C++ programing section of the book.
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